
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Few among us _______________________ Mr. Edgeworth's partiality for
the charming little tale.
1.

(not/share)
will not have shared

By that time, perhaps, you _____________________ yourself for the rest
of what he said to me, and what I answered.
2.

(prepare)
will have prepared

You _________________ us some damage before we are out of this.3. (do)will have done

By this time you ____________________ what my plan was.4. (guess)will have guessed

It ________________________ the reader's attention, that among the
more backward races the taboo appears generally simpler in form, or is
absent altogether.

5.

(not/escape)

will not have escaped

My beautiful youth ___________________ in my chimney-corner, and with
this thought: Adolphe smiles, he is enjoying the society of fair women, he is
playing the devoted to them, while none of these attentions come my way.

6.

(pass)

will have passed

Long before the end of two days it ___________________ to speak for
ever.
7.

(cease)
will have ceased

If a little is done daily, furniture will never need polishing, but will always
look bright, as dust ________________________ the crevices.
8.

(not/enter)will not have entered

It will not yet carry much expression, but it will look like a fact, and it
________________________ certain relations from which you can work
forward.

9.

(establish)
will have established

I would give a year of life to know what you _________________ of your
freedom and your religion two hundred years hence!
10.

(make)
will have made

We can safely assume that Omega _________________________ any
likely target.
11.

(not/bypass)
will not have bypassed

Books I _________________ you, for I think it well that you should be so
well employed.
12.

(send)
will have sent
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You _____________________ picture of Malacca.13. (not/see)will not have seen

It is expressed in an old story which many of you __________________.14.
(hear)

will have heard

Second, the purpose of the writer _____________________ fully
accomplished unless the book shall serve also as a stimulus to further study
in a fascinating field.

15.

(not/be)

will not have been

It _________________, by that time, totally destroyed, at three different
periods, by three successive earthquakes.
16.

(be)
will have been

Send the other clerk to fetch Dr. Edwardes at once, he
________________________ on his rounds yet.
17.

(not/start)will not have started

She _________________ that out by now.18. (find)'ll have found

The reader __________________________ the amusing account, given
by the elder Disraeli, of the long struggle between the Master of the
Ceremonies and the Venetian ambassador at the Court of St. James.

19.

(not/forget)

will not have forgotten

Of course we can restore them to life at once, but they
________________ a rare fright.
20.

(have)will have had
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